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means the only kind of^jkctnned particle.-; in the ravs, indeed
* s/1 • '	*
they are In general in a	as compared with electrified
atoms.    Instea'd'ptthe^f beifi^pfily one kind of carrier for the
positive eiectricit^flijipre "^k\al^r^^k considerable number of
kinds : in an experiment	vapour 1 counted
seventeen distinct kinds of	Indeed the
splitting up of the gas by the dls<i^^e<^^^»etlmes so com-
plete that the photographs c|/%e	different
hydrocarbons may be almost	Thus, fe;#|sjmple, the
prominent lines for the vapours of m^Ml-alcohoI, e&jjgl-^jjcohol,
ether ((QH^O) and dimethyl ether ar^^fenticaij shoeing that
they are due to the products of dissociation of the molecules of
these substances and not to the molecules themselves ; the
lines due to these are very faint.
In the discharge tube then we have dissociation — the
splitting up of molecules into atoms — as well as the detachment
of a corpuscle from the molecules.
The agents present In the tube which are known by in-
dependent experiments to produce ionlzation are : —
 1.	Cathode rays of varying velocities moving away from the
cathode.
 2.	Positive rays moving towards the cathode.
 3.	Rays analogous to Rontgen rays, due to the impact of
cathodic and positive rays against the molecules of the gas
through which they are passing and also to the recombination
of the Ions of opposite signs.
The primary effect produced by the Impact of a cathode
ray with a molecule would be to detach a corpuscle from this
molecule. If this corpuscle Is one of the structural ones, i.e. one
of those causing the attractions which hold the atoms In a
molecule together, then the ionizatlon will be accompanied by
the separation of the atoms In the molecule : we shall have
dissociation as well as Ionlzation and the result will be a

